POLITICS
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1. The delegates of our nation
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rule the destinies of peoples,
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And they like to shine in talk shows,
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They want to be in people`s favour,
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enveloped in spot lights,
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showing their special knowledge,
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And they strive to win the elections

2. And they fight in wild discussions
Regarding their heavy disputes
Ignoring and rejecting
even if they are convincing
Verbose, dazzling with rhetoric
and the hearer often doesn`t look through
Interlude:

even if not all agree.
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in the parliaments, committees
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proclaiming, what`s wrong or right.
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who determine rise or fall,
G

and to work in government`s halls.

for their truth and for their aim.
you can notice all the same:
the opponent`s good ideas,
with statements, distinct and clear.
they attack their adversaries,
the message, for which they plead.
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3. They try to hatch in working committees
which were closed by their leadership
And they talk and draw conclusions
Do they know all implications?
And they count on the arrangement,
Who tries to rise up, led by conscience,

and circles those things to carry through,
or been discussed by the party crew.
not seldom with a compromise.
Does anyone need advice?
may be converted by a soft blow
will be set right, if doubts might grow.

4. Where`s the courage of the convictions,
the hostilities to withstand,
to act according to a clear conscience
without the necessity to offend?
Why the duress to the conformity
to the party`s odds and aims?
We need people acting to their best knowledge and belief, no party saints.
How much time we need to realize,
that one fact will never fade:
All the bad things will return,
if you spread force, discord and hate.
Afterlude:
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